A Funny Thing Happened at Harvard
…Obama’s alma mater, on July 16th, 2009, six months into his first term. A perplexing arrest
took place on the Harvard campus that would rip apart the racial harmony of the United States of
America. African American Studies Department Prof. Henry Gates, Jr., prolific author,
entertainment TV host, and African DNA researcher, was arrested at his home for disorderly
conduct. The unforgettable image of a respected black professor in handcuffs on his own front
porch blossomed overnight into a media sensation and righteous indignation. When Barack
Obama - in knee-jerk fashion, from his then bully pulpit, as President, instantly rebuked
America’s law enforcement with the words, “The Cambridge Police acted stupidly”, a crescendo
occurred. This was Obama’s infamous “teachable moment” demeaning police. He then turned
his venom on America when he proclaimed, “America is still a racist country!”, branding
defining race relations in America indefinitely.
Did the arrest of Prof. Gates give birth to the Black Lives Matter movement? Was it coincidence
that the “FBI’s Most Wanted [much heralded] Terrorist”, former Black Liberation Army leader,
Assata Shakur (a.k.a. JoAnne Chesimard), celebrated her 62nd birthday in Cuba that day? And,
that she’s still the revered inspiration for Black Lives Matter and other radical groups to which
such celebrities as controversial agitator-athlete, Colin Kaepernick, donate generously?
Was this a “Performance Art” event? Have we, as Americans, been manipulated by
“Performance Art” events rolled-out in rapid succession? What have been the tragic long-term
impacts of this incident of alleged racism in Cambridge? Did it drive an unfortunate wedge
between black and white people? Between the people and police? Does driving wedges between
the people (“the protected”) and the police (“our protectors”), and among one another, serve to
undermine our nation’s unity? What would happen if we all needed to pull together against a
common enemy? Could we…? “A house divided against itself cannot stand.” – Abraham
Lincoln
Was “Community Organizer” Obama agitating? Was it coincidence that six months after
notorious radicals, Bill Ayers’ and Bernardine Dohrn’s man, Obama, magically ascended to the
Presidency, he was agitating America, in line with their Weather Underground long-term plans
for race war and disunity, like Charlie Manson’s 1969 Helter Skelter drugged-out dreams of race
war? “…The Weathermen dig Charles Manson.” – Bernardine Dohrn
What have been the profound effects of such racial unrest on America?
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